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HIGH VISIBILITY
ENFORCEMENT (HVE)

T

he Milwaukee Police Department Tra ic Safety Unit (TSU) utilizes High Visibility
Enforcement (HVE) as a universal tra ic safety approach designed to create
deterrence and change unlawful tra ic behaviors when it comes to Reckless
Driving. HVE combines highly visible and proactive law enforcement targeting. TSU
e orts will be a combined approach with visibility elements and a publicity strategy to
educate the public and promote voluntary compliance with tra ic laws.

THE 3 E’S
TSU is committed to a community partnership with the goal of creating a safer Milwaukee
by enforcing tra ic laws (Enforcement), educating and partnering with the community in
solving tra ic problems (Education), and recommending tra ic-engineering changes
(Engineering).
TSU Enforcement includes:
Data Driven Approaches to Crime and Tra ic Safety (DDACTS)
Coordination with o icers deployed for Reckless Driving Reduction Initiative (RDRI)
A tra ic management control center
Tra ic Safety Speed Boards & Message Boards
Focus on individuals engaged in reckless driving behavior
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CITATIONS AND DEPLOYMENTS
In the month of March, TSU wrote 1187 citations. The highest were in the categories of
speeding (658) and drivers license (254) violations. The largest number of citations were
20-24 mph over the speed limit (364) with 25-29 mph coming in second (142).
There were 90 TSU deployments all over the city of Milwaukee.
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TRAFFIC CRASHES
Tra ic crashes in March totaled 1,225 with 3 deaths, 23 incapacitating injuries and 2,773
people involved. Year to date Milwaukee has seen 4,029 crashes, 14 deaths, 62
incapacitating injuries and 8,876 people have been involved.
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EDUCATION:
FLYERS AND SOCIAL MEDIA GRAPHICS
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An interactive page was created on the MPDTSU.org website with links to download the
new tow policy, register a vehicle and information on getting your vehicle back if it is
towed. The link to the webpage was shared on social media. It has reached 21,938 people
had 1,421 engagements and has been shared 78 times as of the date of this report.
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